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above, left-to-right:
(A) The Peterson Bergfeld during construction, following the removal of an
encapsulating derelict warehouse structure.
(B) The floor of the first level was dirt and the footings upon which the
original wood columns rested were big boulders. They were carefully
excavated and replaced, embedded in concrete. The original stonework on
the lower level was retained and repointed with a gravel mixture from the
nearby Napa River.
(C) Downstairs, barrel storage is pushed to opposite edges of the room and
an oversized harvest table is nestled in the middle to accommodate group
experiences. A new concrete floor incorporates radiant cooling.
(D) The original, upstairs floor, which consisted of two layers of wood laid
perpendicular to each other, was preserved. The large portal where grapes
were originally hauled up and into the second floor by block and tackle is
now an expansive viewing window with sliding glass window, rail or solid
pocketing barn door options. When open, western light and a panoramic
view of the vineyards stretching across the valley to the mountains fill the
room.
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(E) The location of the historic building, across a central courtyard from a
new, state-of-the-art winery, presented the opportunity to establish the
landmark as the centerpiece of the winemaking campus and anchor the
new facility in the heritage of the property, enhancing its visual prominence
and transforming it into an exquisitely integrated event venue and barrel
storage facility.
LEFT:
The completed HALL campus at sunset.

HALL PETERSON BERGFELD
In 1885, an English sea captain named William Peterson
constructed this 5000 sq. foot winery of solid stone on
the first floor and wood frame on the second. The building
was designed for gravity-feed winemaking. Grapes arrived
at the back of the building via horse drawn cart and were
hoisted up to and through a large, second floor portal via
block and tackle where they would be crushed. Juice from
the crush was piped to fermentation facilities on the first
floor.
By the time HALL Winery purchased the property in 2003,
time and the elements had taken a toll on this historic winery,
which was shuttered by Prohibition and then reopened
after repeal as a precursor to Napa Valley’s custom crush
concept. The owners wanted to bring this treasure back to
life as an extension of their new state-of-the art winery.
Preserving as much of the historic building as possible, the
rest was rebuilt with modern materials and fittings that
evoke the original ambiance, while setting the stage for
contemporary winery life.
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